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1 - Memories and Dreams

This is the story for Nicole_titans contest Nightfire and Starbird are Robin and Starfire's children.
Nightfire, the son and Starbird, the daughter they are also each 6 years old Robin and Starfire are in
their 30ties. (Robin now wears sunglasses a white T-shirt and Jeans Starfire wears a Purple tank top
and jean shorts.)

Fire: Mommy!

Star: Good morning my little gremplork!

Bird: Daddy!

Rob: Hey there!

Star: Good morning Robin

Rob: Hey honey

Fire: Hey Dad isn't today your anniversary?

Rob: Yeah

Star: Your father and I are going to have a celebration with our old friends

Bird: The Titans?

Rob: Yep

Fire: I wanna go! Uncle Cyborg and Aunt Sarah are the best

Bird: And I wanna see Uncle Beast Boy and Aunt Terra and Aunt Raven and Uncle Aqualad!

Rob: Sorry honey it's a long trip

Star: You would be most bored

Fire: Aww

Bird: But…



Rob: Sorry were leaving today but Grandpa Bruce will watch you

Star: So be good and we'll bring you back something

Bird and Fire: O.K Knorfka

Star: Wish Mommy and Daddy the good-bye and the drive careful

Rob: We'll be back Saturday

Bird: O.K Bye-bye

Fire: Drive careful!

Out on the road driving in a silver BMW Star and Robin are going to Jump City Starfire has a scrapbook
in her hands

Star: I cannot believe we were once enemies

Rob: Well you didn't know the planet yet

Star: Yes that is true…oh look here this is a picture of when you gave me the propose

Rob: I never thought you'd say yes

*Flashback*

Robin is standing outside Star's door in the tower with a box he looks in his twenties and is wearing his
Nightbird suit, Star and Raven outfits are altered. Star who is wearing her outfit except is has been
turned into a dress and Raven has long hair and is wearing a white tank dark blue jeans and a short
black cape. BB is wearing dark green sweatpants and a purple T-shirt. Cyborg looks like Cyborg and
Terra is wearing the outfit she first appeared in.

Rob: O.K just ask her I mean you've been going out for three years

BB: C'mon man

Cy: Yeah just do it

Terra: You know she'll say yes

Rav: Can we get this over with

Rob. O.K! Here I go *knocks on door* Hey Star can I come in?

Star: Oh yes



Robin enters and sees Star feeding Silky in his high chair

Star: Hello is there something you would like to do the talking about?

Rob: Yeah…*gets on knees and holds Star's hand* Umm Star…*takes out emerald ring* will you marry
me?

Star: *crying tears of joy* Oh yes!

*End Flashback*

Star: That was one of the happiest days of my life

Rob: Well it was nothing compared to our wedding

*Flashback*

Cyborg, BB, Aqualad, Speedy and Mas and Menos (who are now 5'7) are all the Best Men. Raven, Bee
and Terra are the bridesmaids Raven being the maid of honor. Starfire is wearing her Tamerainian
wedding dress and Robin is wearing a tux.

Preacher: Do you Robin take Starfire to be your lawfully wedded wife. Though sickness and in health,
richer or poorer, villains or no villains to have and to hold till death do you part.

Rob: I do

Preacher: And do you Starfire take Robin to be your lawfully wedded husband. Though sickness and in
health, richer or poorer, villains or no villains to have and to hold till death do you part.

Star: I do

Preacher: Now if there are any objections to this marriage speak now or forever hold your peace…*Mas
and Menos are about to say something then decide to shut up* Then I now pronounce you Man and
Wife you may kiss the bride.

Robin lifts Star's veil and kisses her.

*End Flashback*

Star: *giggles* that was the second greatest thing in my life.

Rob: *puzzled* what was the best?

Star: Our children

Rob: Can't argue with you there…Oh look there's the tower!



The couple goes into the tower where they see everyone in the same outfits. BB and Terra are engaged
Cyborg and Sarah expecting a child. Raven and Aqualad holding their baby boy named Crow.

Cy: Well would you look at that!

Sarah: the happy couple!

Terra: You're so lucky. Two beautiful children what are their powers again?

Rob: Nightfire has his Mother's super strength and my computer decoding and mystery solving skills he
also is a great wrestler. Starbird has starbolts flight and a knack for martial arts.

Star: We hope that they will become the new generation of the Titans.

Rav: Well our boy has found his powers

Cy: Really? Wow

Sarah: Cyborg *looks at pregnant stomach* do you think ours will have powers?

Cy: I don't know

Aqua: Don't sweat it! Robin doesn't have any powers

Rav: Yeah…oh look Crow is doing it!

The titans gather round Crow as he lets out a bird like screech and a dark figure stands next to him and
feeds him a bottle taken from the table behind him. The figure then disappears.

Aqua: He has a form of his mother's powers

Rav: He has your looks

Aqua: *blushes* Thanks honey.

BB: Hey! I propose a toast! To Starfire and Robin! May you always have each other and may you live
plentiful lives together in harmony forever.

Cy: Amen to that!

The Titans clink glasses and then Robin and Star kiss.

Starfire wakes up.

Star: *smiles* What a wonderful dream! *giggles* I hope it will be like that one day. *looks out the
window* Sunrise I can make breakfast for my friends! Perhaps the cakes of pan!



Starfire walks out of her room and bumps into Robin

Rob: *looks at her* Did you have the dream?

Star: The one of our future life together?

Rob: Yeah! Listen I just want to say one thing…Star I love you

Star: Oh Robin!

The two kiss and walk into the main room.

Rob: You know Star what do you think gave us the same dream?

Star: Honestly Robin I do not know.

You go to Raven, BB and Cyborg on the rooftop.

Rav: It worked!

BB: I didn't know your powers could go into people's minds.

Cy: Yeah

Rav: I'm just full of surprises

BB: Well it's about time those two got together

Cy: In the mortal words of the older me Amen to that

Rav: Yeah we better get to our rooms before they find out that we are up.

BB: Yeah

They walk beck to their rooms you go to Robin and Star sitting on the couch watching a romance movie
Star's head on Robin's shoulder.

Star: I love you Robin

Rob: I love you to

They kiss

Rob: I'll never stop loving you

Star: Neither shall I



Rob: That's the way it should be

Star: And it will

The End

O.K That was not my best but I tried! I hope this is good!
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